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Yhursdj> November 15, 1990 
Rome Prize Fellowship Competition 
The Amcncan Academy in Rome offer* one-year fellow \hip\ in Architecture; Landscape Architecture; 
Literature; Musical Composition. Painting. Sculpture and \ isual Arts; ami m\-month fellowships in 
Architecture; Design Arts (Interior, Industrial. Graphic, Fashion and Set1), Landscape Architecture; 
Histone Prcscrsation; ami Urban Planning and Design Application matcnals and information on 
other available fellowships mj> be obtained by wnt 
East 65th Street New York NY 10021-6501 or b> ca II 

a the Academy 

Uu) ?I /-# 

■cw York office at 41 

PUBLICATIONS 

NE H 
From #4 
Reports of Explorations and Surveys of the Thirty fifty Parallel 
A Recent Project by Dan Hoffman 2/ pp 19 illuvrjuom $ 10 paper 

Front #3 
Project DMZ 
Theoretical proposals by international architects and artists for events, strategies, designs, objects 
and ideas to provoke the elimination of the DMZ and the reunification of North and South Korea. 
With essays by Frederick Ted Castle. Ken Saylor and Kyong Park 64 pp 60 illustrations $8 
paper 
Front #2 
BLIIDJ \C PROJECTS by Macdonald A Salter 
Recent projects by the London-based architects, which express an explosive yet sensitive marriage 
between industrial machinery and anthropomorphic forms. Introduction by Lebbeus Woods. 24 
pp 20 Uhisirauons $8 paper 

1 
Please send me: 
From #4 Report* of Eipturjiiun* a 
From 43: Project DM/ <S*J 
From §2 BUILDING PROJECTS (V 
Kindly add S2 for pottage and hand 
three. Also. please make checks rvi\ 
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For reservation 

10/20 
Symposium 
ON ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH Pan 2 

Saturday October 20, 1000 

Panel #1 FORM. SPACE, MATERIAL. PERCEPTION 10:00 am 
James Carpenter. Dan Hoffman. Tacg Nishimoto. Wellington Reiter. Mark West. Allan Wester 

Panel #2 TECHNOLOGY, HISTORY, CULTURE, CITY 1:30 pm 
Donna Goodman. Michael Kalil. Sheila Kennedy. Joan Ockman. Ken Saylor. Frano Violich 

Location: Parsons School of Design. Dept of Environmental Design 
25 East IJih Street, Room #206. New York. NY 

Admlulon: S6 per panel. SI0 for boih panels 

Tickets will be available ai ihc door Reservations arc advised due to limned scaiine 
call STOREFRONT (212/431-5705) during gallery hours 

Sponsor: STOREFRONT FOR ART AND ARCHITECTURE m collaboration with the 
HARVARD ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW 

Wh.lc the concept and the practice of research is integral and definitive in ihc fields of science and 
technology, research in architecture docs not have any concrete identity ciccpt m building technology. 
The concepts of invention and innovation. which arc vital for scientific ad*anccn.cnis and 
technological production, arc not dearly identified in architecture, even w.ih.n its experimental and 
thcoreucal realms While %c.cncc relies on the presence of various anomalies within its cnsiing 
models which subsequently bring a crisis and ihc advancement of a field, exactly how architecture 
accomplishes Us evolution and revolutions requires further exploration 

Changes m arch.iccturc are more or less identified with the concept of movement, where a new theory 
is raised with polemical announcement of new ,dcas and dcnounccmcm of old beliefs Although 
architectural cruics and theorists play a vital role in elucidating ihc transformation of architecture in 
ihc past tense, how new ideas arc initialed and formed in ihc present and fuiurc tense ..thin ihc actual 
procea. of architecture is what ihc second pan of the sympos.um ‘On Architectural Research* is 
organized lo explore. 

The intent of this symposium is to measure the presence and importance of research within ihc field of 
architecture, and the following questions will be the basts of our discussions: What in architecture 
qualifies as research and what docs not? Can research be independently identified and pursued within 
architecture at large, and. if so. what is us character, role, and function in archiiccturc? Is research so 
integrated in the general system and process of architecture that an investigation of research is a study 
of architecture itself? Is research the espcnmental and the theoretical chapter in the evolution of 
architecture from ideas to mamfcsiions, and is u responsible for the quality and the character of 
architecture in built form’ Arc there any differences between research and design, and. if so. whal arc 
they? Can there be research in aesthetics* 

With the premise that architectural research is present in many places and phases of architectural 
activities. STOREFRONT has invited a very diverse group of panelists to create inclusive and flexible 
discussions on architectural research This session will invite each panelist lo make a staicmcm about 
research, utilizing their own works lo illustrate their ideas. Following the individual presentations, 
panelists and audience will pursue the many ideas, issues and questions surrounding architectural 
research. Keeping m mind that symposiums seldom reach any conclusive answers to their opening 
questions, with this symposium Storefront simply hopes to begin discussion on research in 
architecture, rather than to end it. 

On Architectural Research/ a symposium to explore the presence and importance of research in 
architecture, it • collaboration of STOREFRONT FOR ART AND ARCHITECTURE wiilt ihc HARVARD 
ARCHITECTIJRAL REVIEW. The first pan of this symposium will lake place on October 6ih al ihc 
Piper Auditorium. Harvard University Graduate School of Design. Cambridge, Mass This pari of the 
symposium will focus on both theoretical and iniitituiional issues related to the problem of how 
architecture may be conceived and practiced as a research discipline Organized by the HARVARD 
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW tv. u begins with opening remarks by Rill Hilhcr. followed *uh 
pre.eniai.on* b> Lars Lerup H«*hW Sark.*. and John Wh.ieman Tho Oral panel. ~n*oorciical and 

Epistemological Dimension*’ wITTWUide Stanford Anderson. K Michael Hays. Alberto Pcrc; Gome/. 
Denise Scon Brown. John Whiteman and moderator Donald Schon The second panel. ‘Institutional 

Constraints in Academics and Practice.’ will include Henry Cobb. Alan Colquhoun. John Hcjduk. 
Kyong Park. William Porter. Mack Scogin, Jorge Silvern and moderator Peter Rowe 

The second pari of the symposium is organized by STOREFRONT FOR ART AND ARCHITECTURE 
Excerpts of the symposium will be published in ihe HARVARD ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW #9 For 
further information, contact STOREFRONT FOR ART AND ARCHITECTURE. 97 Kcnmarc Street. New 
York, NY 10012 

PANELISTS: 

James Carpenter received a B F A. from the Rhode Island School of Dc*.gn in 1972 He is 
currently leaching ai the Royal College of An in London, and has taughi at the University of 
California. Berkeley and the Rhode Island School of Design He is a sculptor whose primary works arc 
glass structures within architectural contexts He is currently collaborating with Norman Foster 
Associates on the Chiswick Park Project in London. 

Donna Goodman received a B A. from Smith College and a M Arch from Columbia University. She 
has taughi ai the Rhode Island School of Design. Parsons School of Design and the Ciiy College of 
New York. § 

Dan Hoffman graduated from Cooper Union in 1976 with a M Arch. He has laughi al the University 
of Detroit, Carlcion University in Ollawa and University of Toronto He is presently head of the 
architecture department ai the C ran brook Academy of An 

Michael Kalil is an architect based in New York He has worked w.th NASA on designs for long, 
term space habitations. 

Sheila Kennedy received a B A from Wcaleyan University in 1979. graduated from ihc Ecolc 
Normalc Superior dcs Beaux Art. Pans m 1980. and holds a M Arch from Harvard She is currently an 
assistant professor at the Harvard University Graduate School of Design, 

Taeg Nishimoto was awarded • Bachelor of Architecture in 1978 from Yaseda University. Japan and 
a M Arch. from Cornell University in 1985. He is currently leaching ai Prali Institute and Columbia 
University He is the principal of Nishimoto ♦ Allied Architects 

Joan Ockman received ■ B A. m Literature from Harvard, and a Bachelor of Architecture from Cooper 
Union She is currently leaching architectural theory and history at Columbia University, and has been 
active m architectural publishing for many years. 

Kjong Park received a B S from ihc University of Michigan in 1979, and hat been Director of 
STOREFRONT for Ari and Architecture since he founded it in 1982 He is cuncmly teaching al ihc 
Rhode Island School of Design, and has taughi al City College of New York 

Wellington Reiter received a B Arch from Tulanc University and a M Arch from Harvard in 1986 
He is currently leaching ai M I T and Harvard, and has laughi at the Rhode Island School of Design 

Ken Sajlor studied ai the Southern California Institute of Architecture and ihc Independent Program 
of ihe Whitney Museum of American Ans The principal of Architecture/ Information, he has produced 
numerous exhibition designs and writes architectural criticism. 

► rano Vlollch received a H Arch from the University of California at Berkeley in 1980 and a 
MArdl. from Harvard in 1984 He is currently a visaing critic ai ihc Rhode Island School of Design. 

Mark West was awarded a B Arch from Cooper Union in 1980, and is currently leaching al ihc 
College of ihc Atlantic. He has laughi al Carlcion University in Ollawa and ihc University of 
Kentucky 

Allan Weller received a B Arch from the Rhode Island School of Design and a M Arch from Prali 

t klUS-'# n! • al ,hc Nc* jcrscy ln,c,,ulc °r Technology and is currently leaching al Parsons 
School of Design His work is represented hy ihc Ronald Feldman Gallery in New York, and he has 
had recent solo exhibitions al Brown University, ihc Un.vcrsily of Massachusetts and the Ronald 
rclriman Gallery He has an upcoming solo exhibition al ihc San Diego Museum of Contemporary Aril. 
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10/19 - 11/17 
Exhibition 

ARCHITECTURE IN AN INVERTED HELD 
Rcccni Work By Dan HolTman 
October IV-Novrmhrf IT, I WO 
CiAlli.it Y HOURS Tuesday Saturday. l2/»pm 
OPENING RECEPTION Today. Qciohc/ 19, A H pm 

Formation on the retina of the image ab of an object A D% in focus on the rrf ina 

VISION WITHOUT INVERSION 

In bn work, 'Phenomenology of Perception.' Mcrlcau- 

Portly refers to an eipcrimcnt by Sirjuon entitled Vision 
Without Inversion* The experiment is based upon ibe 

phenomena of retinal inveruon whereby ibe retina receive* 

an inverted, viiujI image from ihe lent of ihe eye, Tbit 
inverted image i» per-coved at bong normal or nghi twlc- 

up. For ihe cxpc/imcM, (he tuhjccl it given o pair of 

modified glaitrt designed to preteni ihe rcimj with an 
image ihai it right tide up The rctulling image it then 

perceived by the subject at being upside down or inverted 

During ihe course of the experiment ihe subject's 
impressions arc recorded Initially, what is seen by the 
subject docs in foci appear to he upside down Bui as the 
subject begins to engage in typical activities such as 
walking and titling a moment is reached when vision is 

suddenly inverted again and all appears normal to the 

subject, despite the fact that the modified glasses arc still 

being worn Mc/lcau Ponly'i explanation of the normal 
i/aiion of vision in this experiment is that sight, like any 

other perception, cannot be isolated from the context of 
the body and its world When the subject engages in the 
typical, bodily acu. the pretence of the feel on the ground 

os well at the myriad of other contacts with the world 
enables the body to compensate for the disturbed function 
For being maintains itself at whole; 

*_l already live in the landscape. I tec il 
accordingly as upright, the disturbance brought 

about by the experiment being concentrated in 

my own body,which ihux becomes, not a mass 
wt sUtmoc wnwUMM. but t bdy whxcinw 

needed to perceive a given spectacle, 
Everything throws us hack on to organic 

relations between subject and space, to that 
gearing of subject onto his world which is the 

origin of space * 

I remain fascinated by the simple (and cruel) logic of this 

demonstration (The subject re-ports the experience of 
visual vertigo* during the experiment) The simple 

obscrvaliori that vision is in fact received upside down in 
the eye remains a mystery to me. How is it dial an 

inverted image on the eye can translate into the landscape 
ihai we see and understand' Is there not a residue of this 

inverted vision that remains hidden within our 

const muinc i*7 

A number of years ago. James Cathcan. a member of the 
Architecture Studio at Cron-brook, constructed a device 

similar to dr modified glasses of St/auon. By wearing it, 

I was afforded a view ol ’vision without inversion,* a 
view of a landscape where the ground floated upon an 

aqueous sky with trees rooting themselves into the blue, 
where masonry joints were drawn with a tensile suction, 

where pendants tethered ascending bulhs of light Though 
my feel remained upon ihe ground, the structure of vision 

Gaudi. Varqui CutII 

was temporarily reversed. Wh.il hail normally lonveyttl 

itself as being in compfi'Mion was now opened to die 
possibility of being in tension The blinks ol the 
masonry wall were still pulled in die earth which, 

however, wus above, rjlher than in low t he ginuml still 
attracted hut the conveying lorces were now in tension 
rather than compression 

The memory of this walk through vision without 
inversion was revived recently upon a inp lo Barcelona 

and the viaduct vjulu of the Purque Cue 11 Underneath die 
vaults the stones float in a precise withdrawal from the 
earth Gaudi understood the attending grace hidden in 
gravity, the release from die heavy grave of the earth (he 

stones of the vaults ore suspended between tension and 
compression, between ascent and descent, however, they 

have not been lifted Into place bill have (alien into place 

from above. Gaudi s obsession, his discovery, was dial 
compression possesses Its internal complement in 
tension, that the balance between die two could he found 

within the vertical axis As Gaudi noted, this discovery 
pointed in a manner of building tbai departed Irom a three 

thousand year history of architecture * Whji Gaudi is 
refer, ig to is die orthogonal resolu tion of forces through 
the fulcrum and lever and ill representation by the cross 

Simone Weil represents the equation of gravity and grjee 

m this classical manner; The cross as a balance, ns a 
lever, A going down, die condition of rising up Heaven 
coming down to earth raises earth to heaven * Ihe 

resolution of forces through the orthogonal equation is 
what Gaudi sought lo question and, ultimately tr.mv.end 

The ua)cc-iory of bis work was accelerated by the 
understanding that gravity had us own viul opposition 

which was evidenced in the phenomena of living growth, 

Il is here lhal I Find die parallel to ’vision without 
inversion,* Ihe palpable coursing of u force through a 
bixly in the inverted field, 

What has been released in this simple unravelling of the 

mechanics of vision* Just as o mirror short-circuits die 
encounter between live self and the other by revealing the 

subjccl ohjcci axis to the self alone, die reversal lens 
makes evident the presence of die compressive force and 
its opposition in ibe lived body Together, ihe I wo axes 

commute a conscious, sentient being that is inevitably" 

thrown back on to the orgunic relations telwccn subject 

and space * The intervention of these simple devices 

creates a temporary rupture in the field of being that ix 
compensated for by the "gyroscopic” stability of die lived 

body By meditating upon (be com-pcnsjiing acts and 
thoughts used in over-corning these ruptures we begin to 

gain a glimpse of ihe structure of our being and us 

relation lo the world, To answer die quest ion of what has 

been released in ibe unravelling of vision: il is 
understanding, a brief understanding of the condition ol 

our ground, a ground dial seeks in maintain ilx sink lure 
through experience 

The studies presented here arc un uilcmpi to inhabit die 

horizon of ’vision without inversion, an ailcmpi lo 
literally reverse the compression-tension axis of die budy 
The dir eel application ol ibu ravs/soi hocamas the IH 
condition for the work Simply piil'lv om-ii ruction it 
made whereby the ceiling and floor arc reversed and 

inhabited by bodies in a number of pmiurcs. The logic of 

ibe inversion belies the physical difficulty of 
accomplishing dut task How is the body lo be inverted? 

Where will the counter-weight he found1 Does the hotly 
support itself in tension as it does in compression'1 Hie 

details of the work arise out of solutions lo Ihcxe specific 
questions, details that arc imbued with die immediacy of 
ihe bodily risk of being suspended thirteen feet above the 
ground. This risk is always present in the work and cjn 

he understood in the context of the lack of risk or 

distance' that cbarac-lcn/es our relationship lo 

technology. For technology is a continuum of 
instrumental relations, each relation being die prediction 
and control of a pumciilar phenomena or preceding relation 

so that a risk (bodily of otherwise) is minimized The 
presence of technology prc-uimct Ihe elimination of risk 

The work here deliberately reintroduces primary qucihons 
of loading dial must be solved in the construction. The 

"distance" involved here is literally measured and 
cspcricnccd by the construction and inhabitation of the 
work 

In contemporary architecture the instru mental condition is 

evidenced by the simulated freedoms offered by the 

technology of diminished risks. In a formal wjy the 
expression of statically determined structures have been 
replaced with the simulation of a dynamic play of forces. 

Il is evidently possible to simulate a dynamic condition, 
but ultimately this is done ui a cost, for the static loud has 
simply been displaced What is in evidence in a cantilever 
is not the momentary vector of a dynamic force but the 
sign of the expenditure of energy (and technology) in 
supporting an inefficient static load. The cicelies budt 

into our economics arc now read in the appearance of our 
buildings, an excess of deferred n%k% ami distance 

The possibility being offered by tint work is Out we 
possess, within ourselves, the capacity to unhinge the 
simple weight of compression through a mcdujiion upon 

the inverted static field Within our vision lies ibe 
opportunity of a release from ihe imperative of gravity, an 
internal fulcrum around which the loads of compression 
may be opposed and reversed. Understood in this way the 
presence of a building could be considered .is the sign of 

iu very construction In contemplating a masonry wall 
can we not axk ourselves the quciinm of how the blocks 

were stacked What countered die weight of block for the 
moment that it took to displace it from the surface of the 

earth'* The presence of the building is a measure of the 
(invisible) tensile forces activated in its erection To read 

the building is lo read back to the circumstances of its 
erection, the tensioning acu dial lifted the loads one upon 
the other These acts form ihe human web of 
circumstance (and expenditure) ihni surrounds a building 

Dan Hoffman with Chris Bauer, frit Mini/. Scon Nciswandcr, 

Vlilnn Without Inveruon Comtrui linn, 1990 

Die work shown hen does not presume a building btil is a 
simple Implantation ol vision along (lie vertical axis, die 

axis of con %1fuciion.il loads The axis of tight becomes 
superimposed with thd axis of loads Ibis 

tupcrimpoxiiion flatten i die visual bon/on and renders il 
ox a field of force When placed inio llus flattened and 

charged field, die bsuly registers not only Ihe proporlinnul 
distance from the camera lens bin also die effect of die 

forces placed upon it The acceleration towards die 
horizon dial is implicii in pcri|>ciiivu becomes the 
acceleration due to gravity or iu opposite* the acceleration 

of ihe ascending force Here die two ordmoics of 
urchiteciurol representation, plan and elevation, arc com¬ 
bined into a single expression, a vertical plan ihai 
registers the possibility of us own cxtcniion into 
building, 
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Shirln Noshal; Co Diruclor 
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Stephen Korns: Disc Program Director 
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As I have painted II. then, higher-order distrimmaiion is 

peculiarly die sickness of thoughtful, well-intentioned and 

conscientious individuals who nevertheless have failed 
adequately lo confroru and work through ihcir own 
prejudices, or who perhaps have been mo quickly unified 

by dieir ability to marshall arguments on behalf of doing 
so. Such individuals ore being neither disingc 

Treasurer 
Raul Bustos: Installation Assistant 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Cldton Batch 

Mojdeh Baralloo 
Elizabeth Diller 

Dennis L Dollons 
Dan Graham 

David Hammons 
Bull Kavelman 
Toshiko Mori 
Richard Plunz 

Luclo Pozzl 

nuotift nor 
hypocrillcsl when they deny that a person's race, gender, 
sexual orientation, or ethnic or religious affiliation affeeu 

their judgement of her competence or worth. They 

vehemently insist thjt this is so, they warn u lo he so, 
and they genuinely believe II is so • They are, 

nevertheless, mistaken Their efforts to explain away each 
manifest expr«tlion of higher-order discrimination on 
different and inconsistent grounds are unconvincing. And 

ihcir behavior cxhibiu a degree of oihcrwuc inexplicable 
arbitrariness and idiosyncracy lhal severely strains our 
attempts to apply the principle of chanty in making sense 

of it. Hence in order to understand the behavior of high- 
ordcr discrimin ators, we must watch what they do, not 

what they my. 
••Adrian Piper, excerpted from 

Higher Girder Due rim mat ion' an cuay to be included in 

the forthcoming Identity, Character, and Morality, 

Amclic O Rorty and Owen Flanagan (MIT Press) 
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Richard Haas 
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DKNEFIT KXIIIIimON A AUCTION 
November 27 • December H. 1990 

Auction Saturday, December H 
SUPPORTERS 

STOREFRONT lor Art and Architecture Is a not for-profit organization supported 
by the New York State Council on the Arts. 

New York City Department of Cultural Affairs. 
National Endowment for the Arts, foundations, corporations and individuals 

Dccemhcr IN • January 19, 1991 

(Closed December 21 - January 2) 

Individuals 
Individual supporters are the foundation for all of STOREFRONT'S programs. 

Without the ideas, critical feedback, program participation, helping hands, and 
financial assistance which so many of you have generously provided In the past, 

STOREFRONT would never have survived to begin this, our nineth year of 

EMPTY pedestals project urge you not to take STOREFRONT** existence tor granted 

CONTRIBUTORS($30 or more): Todd Ayoung. Roger Boeston, In Souk Cho, Jeff 
Cox, Wendy Fouor, Clark Fidelia, Reinaldo P Gutierrez, Cindy Preston A Jim 
Gross, Donald Harvey, Marshall Hyde, Huzola Irfani. Carin Kyont, Armond LeGardeur, 
Amy B Miller, Joan Mitchell. Linda Poliak , Dagmar Richter, Jellerson 
Schiorboek, Wood ^Design 

DONORS($50 or more) Ashok Bhavnanl, Peter Lund Jensen , Christopher 
Scholz 

SUSTAIN ERS($ 100 or more): Olga and John Saleh, Ellerbe Becket Inc. Louis 
Mueller 

SPONSORS($250 or more) 

PATRONS(S500 or more): Yaron Hechor 

BENEFACTORS($1,000 or more) 

Yukmon Yanagi. GrounJ rrojecl-WanJering Pouiion 2 
Foundations 
The LEF Foundation 
Graham Foundation lor Advances Studies in the Fine Arts 
The J M Kaplan Fund 
OSQ Foundaicn 
The Rood Foundation. Inc 
The Andy Warhol Foundation lor the Visual Ads, Inc 

Cumber Domoaig. Dai Stanhaui, I9NH 

INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTION FORM 
I would like lo make a ol f_lo STOREFRONT The contribution 

It la* deductable lo the lull extent ol ihe law, and the check should be made 
payable K> STOREFRONT FOR ART AND ARCHITECTURE 

CONTRIBUTOR $30 Of more SPONSOR $250 or more 
DONOR $50 of more PATRON $500 or more 
SUSTAINER $100 Of more BENEFACTOR $1000 or more 

Telephone 

Slroel 

I uc Dcleu, Triumphant Arch, Ncmhatcl, 1981 


